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[Panel 13] ‘What daimōn drove you on?’ 
Understanding Divine and Human Agency in Ancient Greek Thought 

and Intellectual History

[Wednesday]

Slot 3: 3:40 - 4:30pm
Manon Brouillet (via skype), Harvard Center for Hellenic Studies [manon.brouillet@
ehess.fr]
Coping with the Men. Human Agency and the Divine World in the Homeric Epics and Beyond

A great number of scholars have focused on action and agency in order to understand the 
relationship between men and gods in Homer. While causality, responsibility, freedom, 
over/double-determination have been emphasized, they have created and reinforced 
the great divide between human and non-human agents. We propose to challenge this 
divide by using the concept of co-agency to describe the complexity of action in Homer. 
It reframes the debate outside the agent/patient dichotomy and leads us to study action 
as the meeting point of a bundle of agencies.
Thus, we can reformulate the usual, unilateral question: what is the role of the gods in 
men’s actions? The reverse question, on the role of mortals in divine action has been 
neglected, and probably considered as nonsensical, or, at least, a dead end. In contrast, 
we propose to take the Homeric epics as a precious testimony on how the gods organize 
their own actions depending on men. This perspective is especially important if we 
follow an anthropological perspective: men tend to pursue ritual practices and discou-
rses in order to have an influence on the gods’ actions.
We will first focus on Book 3 of the Iliad, where Greek and Trojan leaders decide to 
put an end to the war. It will be replaced by a final duel, an ordeal, whose winner will 
obtain Helen, and all the treasure that comes with her. They sanction their agreement 
with an oath and sacrifice. Such a procedure would be contrary to the gods will, who 
have decided that Troy would be destroyed, among other things. Thus they are forced 
to react in an unpredictable way and to break the oath themselves. Other example in 
Greek archaic and classical literature will be studied in order to explore divine reactions 
to human actions and how the gods cope with human decisions. Ultimately, this will 
lead us to ask how the influence of human agency on the divine world challenges our 
conception of Greek polytheism.

Slot 4: 4:40 - 5:30pm
Bernardo Ballesteros-Petrella, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München [bernardo.
ballesteros@klassphil.uni-muenchen.de]
Divinely-ordained fate and free-will in Babylonian and early Greek epic

After a brief comparative introduction on the divine systems of Sumero-Akkadian and 
early Greek narrative poetry in respect to the apportionment of honours (m e/parṣū and 
timai respectively), this talk concentrates on select case-studies, and discusses the poetic 
shaping of discourses on death, destiny, and free-will.
It will be seen that important differences emerge between the two divine systems against 
an initially similar background. Such differences are reflected on how narrators and 
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divine and human characters portray the choices and tragic destiny of Achilles, Patro-
clus, Hector, Gilgameš, Enkidu, and Atra-hasīs in terms of the divine/human interface.
In the end, this comparison can help us better appreciate the individual message of each 
poetic tradition, as well as some of the core cultural concerns that, among other histo-
rical factors, connect the Homeric epics to Babylonian poetry.

[Thursday]

Slot 5: 9:00 - 9:50am
Alexandre Johnston, Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa [alexandre.johnston@sns.it]
Two Sides of the Same Coin? Untangling Human and Divine Agency in Modern Classical 
Scholarship 

Towards the end of Sophocles’ Oedipus Tyrannus, Oedipus exclaims: “it was Apollo, 
Apollo, my friends, who accomplished these cruel sufferings of mine! And no other 
hand struck my eyes, but my own miserable hand!” (OT 1329-32, tr. Lloyd-Jones). Oedipus 
asserts that his sufferings were brought to pass by the god Apollo; yet he also makes it 
clear that it was he, Oedipus, who blinded himself, thereby displaying his own sense of 
agency and accepting some form of responsibility for the parricide and incest. 
This striking juxtaposition of divine and human agency, like many such situations 
in Greek literature, has fuelled much debate in scholarship concerning causation and 
responsibility. Is Oedipus’ decision in any sense a “free” choice, or does divine involve-
ment impair his ability to shape his own life? Do divine and human causation coexist in 
parallel, or does one dominate the other? 
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, answers to such questions have consis-
tently involved concepts such as “double motivation” and “over-determination”. The 
former, associated primarily with Albin Lesky, is used of situations in which an event 
is experienced as accomplished simultaneously by a human and a divine agent. Divine 
and human causation coalesce as the human agent “appropriates” the divine purpose as 
his/her own. In a similar vein, Dodds employed the psychological term “overdetermina-
tion” of situations in which a supernatural agent accomplishes its purpose “indirectly” 
through human action. 
This paper shall trace the origins and development of these concepts in nineteenth- and 
twentieth thought and scholarship, and analyse the forces and traditions which shaped 
them, notably Idealist thought and Christian ethics. My aims will be to explore the rela-
tionship between them and the conceptions of causation found in ancient texts, particu-
larly Greek epic and tragedy, and to shed light on a scholarly debate which has profound 
philosophical and theological implications for both antiquity and modernity. 

Slot 6: 10:00 - 10:50am
Paul Kurtz, University of Cambridge [pmk43@cam.ac.uk]
Is Kant among the Prophets? Modern German Projections onto the Ancient Past of Israel

This paper uncovers the equation of divine causality with human history in the prophets 
of Israel as constructed by Protestant biblical scholars of the 19th century. Tracing the 
interpenetration of past and present, it shows how moderns perceived in the ancients 
their own understanding of god and world, which then provided a criterion to elevate 
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some prophets above others. First, the paper scrutinizes the historical reconstruction of 
prophecy in ancient Israel. This inquiry not only recovers the comparative appreciation 
of these ancient personages but also analyzes the criteria deployed to do so. Although 
contemporary scholars have long noted the distinction between law and prophecy as 
well as a preference of the prophetic over the legal in the historiography of German 
biblical scholars in the 19th century, the relative evaluation of the prophets themselves 
has not seen thorough scrutiny. Moreover, observers have stressed the association – and 
appreciation – of prophecy with respect to individualism, monotheism, and morality 
yet overlooked the ancient conception of history celebrated by the moderns. Second, the 
paper explains the contingency of these reconstructions. On the one hand, it conducts a 
focused inquiry into the shifting nature of Old Testament scholarship, where the presen-
tation of systematic theological themes gave way to historical accounts of their develo-
pment. On the other hand, it undertakes a broader assessment of intellectual trends in 
the period, from the collapse of speculative theology through the controversy of mate-
rialism to the rise of historicism and the ascent of Neo-Kantianism. Ultimately, this 
paper argues that  Protestant biblical scholars of the late 19th century discerned their 
own consolidated conception of history in prophets of ancient Israel – i.e., the ones they 
favored. This conceptualization identified the divine with history itself, equating the 
activity of God with the sequence of human events in the world. In consequence, what 
these scholars celebrated (and reconstructed) in antiquity was their own theological 
understanding of an integrated divine and human agency.

Slot 7: 11:10 - 12:00am
Stephen Germany, Basel University [stephenmichael.germany@unibas.ch]
Layers of Causality’ in the Conquest Accounts in Joshua and Judges

The received Hebrew text of the biblical books of Joshua and Judges contains a complex 
interweaving of statements concerning divine and human agency in the narratives of 
the conquest of the land of Canaan. This paper will approach the metaphor of “layers 
of causality” from a diachronic perspective, arguing that statements about divine 
and human agency in the conquest of the land of Canaan literally belong to different 
compositional layers in the texts under consideration (Joshua 6–11; 23–24; Judges 1–3). In 
general, the later layers in the conquest accounts in the book of Joshua tend to empha-
size Yahweh’s role in the Israelites’ defeat of the Canaanites, while they simultaneously 
leave room for human agency by stressing the importance of Israel’s adherence to the 
divine law as a prerequisite for remaining in the land. The paper will also consider to 
what extent the divergences between the Hebrew Masoretic text and the Greek text of 
the Septuagint in the passages under investigation may reflect the influence of classical 
Greek thought with respect to divine and human agency.

Slot 8: 12:10am - 1:00pm
Anthony Ellis, Bern University [anthony.ellis@kps.unibe.ch]
Taking Responsibility: “Over-determined” Thought in Josephus

Josephus’ descriptions of his contemporary philosophical landscape suggest familia-
rity with debates about the interplay between human and supernatural causation: he 
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classifies the three Jewish philosophical sects – Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes – 
according to their positions on whether human affairs are controlled entirely by Fate 
(heimarmenê), or entirely by humans, or by both (Ant. 18.5.9, cf. 18.1.1, Bellum 2.8.2-13). His 
paraphrase of the Bible repeatedly stresses the importance of a correct appreciation of 
human and divine responsibility: God, in his benevolent love for mankind, is ultimately 
responsible for good things, while man is ultimately responsible for the bad (e.g. Ant. 
1.20-1, 99-103, 111-14, 154-5), ideas first found in the Socratic writings of Plato and Xeno-
phon (though Josephus associates them with the innovative theology of Abraham). This 
complex understanding of cause and responsibility presents the modern reader with 
interpretative difficulties similar to those which arise in archaic and classical Greek 
and Hebrew literature, although Josephus’ theological concerns are characteristic of 
the Socratic tradition and his brand of “over-determination” is self-consciously formu-
lated. This talk focuses on Josephus’ retelling of Hebrew myth and history in dialogue 
both with the earlier biblical narratives and with the Greek philosophical and historical 
traditions. It attempts to trace the philosophical discourses and identities associated 
with different types of “over-determined” thought. Finally, it explores modern parallels 
and asks whether it is right to view ancient “over-determined” thought about causation 
as fundamentally foreign to the modern, secular outlook.

Slot 9: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Shaul Tor, King’s College London [shaul.tor@kcl.ac.uk]
Empedocles on trusting in mad Strife 

Famously, Empedocles not only developed a cosmology based on the four canonical 
elements and the two motive forces of Love and Strife, but also – and concurrently – 
narrated his own career as a daimôn undergoing a series of transmigrations as a punish-
ment for crimes committed while in the company of the gods. These transmigrations 
take the daimôn through many areas and periods of the cosmos, as well as through 
different life forms (human, animal and vegetal) and, consequently, through as many 
different perspectives on the world. This paper examines how it is precisely through the 
spatial and temporal cosmic wandering of his daimôn that Empedocles raises and nego-
tiates central problems of agency and responsibility and identity.
Empedocles’ striking description of himself as ‘trusting in mad Strife’ (B115.14) is stan-
dardly read as a description of a past misjudgement that led Empedocles to his cycle of 
crime and transmigratory punishment. The paper takes its starting point by defending 
the claim that, in fact, the Greek strongly implies that Empedocles is still now trusting in 
mad Strife, that this trust at least to some degree governs his cosmic peregrinations and, 
therefore, that something like the phenomenon of akrasia plays an important role in 
Empedocles’ religious and ethical thought. This detail leads into a broader examination 
of the complex and fraught ways in which Empedocles both wants to locate his identify 
and his agency with the daimôn who transmigrates through successive life forms and 
distributes this identity and agency across universally widespread cosmic principles, i.e. 
the four elements and the competing forces of Love and Strife which govern them. In 
its conclusion, the paper examines how, through this daimonology – which is at once 
markedly novel and deeply indebted to earlier thought – Empedocles subverts some 
traditional structuring attitudes. In particular, Empedocles’ daimonology has the effect 
of problematising boundaries between the ordinary and the extraordinary, the familiar 
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and the unfamiliar. On the one hand, Empedocles does away with the uncanny and 
inscrutable daimôn who operates on us from outside: the daimôn becomes internal and 
is located within the human person themselves (a move that was to have a long afterlife 
in Greek philosophical thought). On the other hand, Empedocles renders the ordinary 
itself deeply extraordinary: what we previously thought of as an unremarkable human 
life turns out to be one stage in the punitive cosmic journey of a divine daimôn, and what 
seemed to be everyday actions and decisions reveal themselves as so many different 
battles between the duelling cosmic forces of Love and Strife, waged through and within 
the person and agency of this same daimôn. 

Slot 10: 3:30 - 4:20pm
Camille Guigon, Université de Lyon 3 [guigoncamille@gmail.com]
Le démon chez Plotin comme preuve de la liberté de l’âme

Lorsque Plotin rédige le traité 15 (III, 4), il souhaite d’abord faire un commentaire des 
textes platoniciens qui traitent du démon, comme le Phédon, la République ou le Timée. 
Le démon platonicien apparaît comme une entité intermédiaire entre les hommes et les 
dieux. Seul un passage du Timée fait de lui une partie de l’âme : la raison. Plotin suit 
cette idée en faisant du démon la faculté qui est au-dessus de celle que l’âme a choisi, 
avant l’incorporation, pour diriger sa vie. Par exemple, si l’âme obéit principalement à la 
sensation, le démon sera la raison.
Cette psychologisation du démon vise non seulement à donner du sens à la conception 
platonicienne, mais aussi à prouver qu’il ne faut pas voir dans la figure démonique une 
forme de fatalisme. En effet, le démon platonicien a surtout un rôle stabilisateur, car il 
veille à ce que chaque âme reste à la place qu’elle a elle-même choisie avant la naissance. 
À l’inverse, la conception plotinienne est dynamique : le démon est ce qui permet à 
l’âme de progresser vers l’intelligible ou de régresser vers le sensible. D’un côté, les 
textes platoniciens mettent donc surtout en avant un démon comme entité distincte de 
l’âme et qui a pour rôle de préserver l’ordre du monde. D’un autre côté, Plotin choisit de 
commenter Platon à partir d’une interprétation mineure : celle de la psychologie.
Son but est inédit du point de vue de la tradition platonicienne : montrer que le démon 
garantit la capacité de l’âme à faire ses propres choix durant l’incorporation et à être fina-
lement libre. Nous traiterons donc la problématique suivante : en quoi l’interprétation 
psychologique du démon platonicien permet-elle à Plotin de prouver la liberté de l’âme 
? Pour répondre à cela, nous examinerons d’abord les origines de cette interprétation 
chez Platon, mais aussi chez les commentateurs médioplatoniciens comme Plutarque. 
Puis nous verrons comment Plotin approfondit la conception du démon comme faculté 
de l’âme. Enfin, nous montrerons comment l’âme amphibie chez Plotin permet de faire 
de la liberté de l’âme une conséquence du démon comme faculté.

[Friday]

Slot 11: 9:00 - 9:50am
Sarah Helena Van den Brande, Ghent University [sarahhelena.vandenbrande@ugent.be]
Patterns of intersubjective understanding in ancient Greek drama
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Even as ‘overdeterminism’ or ‘double motivation’ has become the dominant paradigm 
in understanding divine and human causation in Greek tragedy, many studies have 
retained a strong tendency to reflect on the issues at hand – agency, causality, responsi-
bility – in terms of binary oppositions (e.g. divine force vs human action, determinism vs 
free will, ἄκων vs ἑκών). These binary pairs appear to center around the notion of a rigid 
boundary between inside and outside, a division which indeed has monopolized much of 
Western philosophy.
Recently, some philosophers and cognitive scientists have challenged the notion of a 
sharp distinction between inner and outer with regards to the boundaries of the mind 
(Clark and Chalmers 1998, Hutto and Myin 2012). Following these recent paradigm shifts 
and transposing the notion of ‘extensive minds’ (Hutto and Myin 2012) to a (re)concep-
tualization of human agency as intertwined with the world (i.e. the ecological and socio-
-cultural environment) from the very start, this paper seeks to focus on the fluidity of 
the boundary between inner and outer in ancient Greek drama.
The purpose of this cognitively inflected focus is twofold:
Firstly, on the level of theory, I wish to reflect on the usefulness of these concepts for the 
study of agency and causation in Greek tragedy. Might these new approaches function 
as heuristic tools to expand and refine the conceptual apparatus with which we tackle 
these questions, or do they pose the risk of reductionism and anachronism vis-à-vis 
tragedy’s rich repository of causal explorations?
Secondly, as a practical application, I zoom in on instances of intersubjective understan-
ding in a selection of tragic texts (Aeschylus’ Persians, Sophocles’ Ajax and Philoctetes, 
and Euripides’ Heracles) in order to tease out three important patterns of sense-making, 
i.e. narrative, metaphor, and bodily engagement. These three patterns will illuminate the 
way in which inner and outer feed into each other in the portrayal of human and divine 
agency and causation in ancient Greek drama. 

Slot 12: 10:00 - 10:50am
Michael Carroll, St. Andrews [mjc33@st-andrews.ac.uk]
Metaphors of Double Determination in Aeschylus

At various important moments in the tragedies of Aeschylus, metaphor is used to describe 
the interplay of human and divine agency. The question to be considered in this paper is 
to what extent close analysis of such metaphorical language is capable of shedding light 
on the nature of the causal interaction being described, and much depends on how preci-
sely we think a poetic metaphor can be expected to communicate. Drawing on some of 
the insights that have emerged from cognitive linguistics in recent decades, this paper 
will make two principal claims. First, it will be argued that these metaphors are usually 
designed to evoke relatively coherent, experientially rich scenarios, and that the spatial 
and physical parameters (or ‘image-schematic structure’) of these scenarios can serve to 
convey quite specific nuances about the type of causal interaction in question. Despite 
their relative coherence, however, metaphors of double determination in Aeschylus are 
also often characterised by fantastical properties, a feature which cognitive linguists 
would characterise as part of their ‘emergent structure’. The paper’s second main claim 
will be that such properties help to draw attention to certain paradoxes associated with 
the interaction between divine and human agency, and thus raise important questions 
about a dramatic universe that resists more conventional ways of categorising expe-
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rience. After introducing the relevant theoretical terminology and briefly discussing a 
selection of examples, the rest of the paper will be devoted to the famous ‘yoke-strap 
of necessity’ metaphor (Ag. 218), and its bearing on the vexed issue of Agamemnon’s 
responsibility for the death of Iphigenia. The notions of ‘image schema’ and ‘emergent 
structure’, it will be argued, can form the basis of a reading that avoids some of the 
problems associated with the dominant lines of interpretation of that metaphor.  

Slot 13: 11:10 - 12:00am
Sarah Lagrou, Lille University [sarahlagrou@yahoo.fr]
Could double motivation be a rhetorical device? Human and divine agency in Oedipus’ 
accounts of the parricide in Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus

In this paper, I intend to study Oedipus’ accounts of the parricide in Sophocles’ Oedipus 
at Colonus, especially focusing on who Oedipus ascribes this act to. In these accounts, 
Oedipus tends to shift the blame away from himself by denying any agency in the 
murder or by ascribing the responsibility to others, either divine or human, depending 
on his aim and on the persons he is speaking to.
This is all the more so in Oedipus’s third account (lines 960-1002), in which he pleads 
self-defence, accusing his father of having attacked him first, while blaming the gods 
for being responsible of his misfortunes. I will show that, by juxtaposing in a striking – 
and possibly contradictory – way several causes, Oedipus try to convince Creon – and 
Theseus – he cannot be charged with murder: to this end, he uses as many arguments 
as possible, with no concern for their compatibility. In this case, double motivation thus 
is a rhetorical device more than a real attempt to explain the parricide. Moreover, as 
the different lines of defence Oedipus uses in this account could already be found in 
previous plays (especially in Sophocles’ Oedipus rex and in Euripides’ Phoenician woman), 
I will suggest understanding this peculiar use of double motivation as a literary play 
around with causality, agentivity and responsibility.

Slot 14: 12:10am - 1:00pm
Rebecca Van Hove, Collège de France / Université de Liège [rebecca.van-hove@colle-
ge-de-france.fr]
The Wind in their Sails: Divine Agency in the Athenian Law Courts

As expressions of the discourse of legal decision-making in classical Athens, the spee-
ches of the Attic orators illustrate litigants’ abilities to examine and explain forces of 
causality in a variety of ways. In a handful of speeches (Lyc. 1; Lys. 6; Andoc.1; Antiph. 
5), speakers account for individual action through the notion of divine intervention, clai-
ming that actions of the gods lie behind their opponents’ behaviour. In these instances, 
divine and human agency are said to work together for the sake of justice. 
Scholars have understood this topos of divine intervention primarily as a simple rheto-
rical argument, employed by speakers in whichever way is most expedient for their case. 
Furthermore, as this notion of divine agency appears extremely rarely in oratory, such 
passages are often dismissed as idiosyncratic expressions of individual orators’ strong 
religious ideas or ‘religiously fanatical’ opinions. Yet this scholarly model of explanation 
takes these declarations of causality rather at face value. 
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By examining not why litigants may make such claims, but rather how they can do 
so, this paper aims to deconstruct the topos of divine causality beyond its rhetorical 
function: it asks how litigants can make claims of religious knowledge which attribute 
agency to the divine, and why they do this so infrequently in the context of Attic oratory. 
It argues for the recognition of the nature of these passages as religiously authoritative 
claims. By advancing claims regarding divine action, speakers are in fact constructing 
religious authority for themselves, as the notion of divine intervention has implications 
for the role of the prosecutor, who is portrayed as agent employed by the deity to obtain 
justice. This paper therefore explains the infrequency of this topos not as a consequence 
of its irrelevance, but rather of its risky nature as a religiously authoritative statement. 
It concludes with some reflections on comparable instances which illustrate “over-mo-
tivated” thinking about causality in Athenian legal discourse, for example the practice 
of oath-swearing, and considers the consequences this has for our understanding of the 
question of divine omniscience – how did the Greeks conceptualise their gods’ powers?

Slot 15: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Martim Nunes Horta, Universidade de Lisboa [martim-horta@letras.ulisboa.pt]
Inquiring the Fates beyond personification. The Moirai and the Limits of Preordained Divine 
Determination

This paper intends to explore the implications that the Moirai, from the perspective of 
their religious aspects in cult and myth, bring to our understanding of divine agency and 
preordained determination in Ancient Greek culture. More often than not, the extensive 
debates and scholarship on the aspects of fate and divine agency, when not overlooking 
these figures, usually associate or equate them to moira and its readings of fatalism and 
ideas of inflexibility. This relation is expected and logical as, their name being self-evi-
dent, tradition has lent them the authority of personified “Fates”. This is to some extent 
supported by literature, their supposed preferred activity – spinning – corresponding 
to a recognizable metaphor of divine preordaining already present in Homer, and their 
presence is a common motif in funerary poetry. However, the mere existence of cults 
and rituals to these goddesses should, at least, suggest a more complex and nuanced 
system of divine determination, one allowing for these figures not to be characterised 
just by their relation to fate and to our assumptions of what the Greeks would have 
believed it to be. After all, why should one bother to sacrifice to goddesses of fate – or 
to do it at all? This inconsistence has been noted by some scholars, notably Pirenne-Del-
forge. Moreover, their presence in myths and the narratives that can be associated with 
the Moirai seem not only to reflect aspects of their cult, but when the preordained limits 
of human and divine action are concerned, they do not always read as immovable as one 
would expect. Our proposal intends to suggest that, having these aspects in considera-
tion, the Moirai, through aspects of their cults and of the stories told of these goddesses, 
can inform of some characteristics that “fate”, for the Greeks, might have entangled in 
order to allow or coexist with figures ostensibly so closely related to it.  

[Saturday]
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Slot 17: 9:00 - 9:50am
Lindsay Driediger-Murphy, Calgary University, ldriedig@ucalgary.ca
Dio’s Gods
What roles do divine forces play in Cassius Dio’s Roman History? The portents in Dio’s 
narrative used to be dismissed as antiquarian flourishes adding little to the thrust or 
import of his narrative (e.g. Millar 1964). In more recent work, Dio’s ‘theology of history’ 
has been recognized as one which ‘admits both human and divine free will’ and in 
which the divine works towards the long-term good of Rome (Swan 2004: 8-13). We now 
have valuable studies of his use of dreams (Freyburger-Galland 1999) and the treatment 
of religion in the Julio-Claudian books (Scheid 2016). Despite the current renaissance of 
research on Dio, however, the dynamics of divine agency and intervention in his history 
remain under-explored. My paper will consider what Dio can add to our knowledge 
of over-determination/over-motivation in Greek literature and thought. Dio is a parti-
cularly useful test case for two reasons. Firstly, he attempts to bridge the gap between 
Greek and Roman thinking on this issue, thereby giving us evidence for both cultures. 
Secondly, by covering both the Republican and the Imperial periods, he allows us to see 
how ancient understandings of the gods’ role in politics and society were affected by 
the transition from “democracy” to “monarchy”. In Roman historiography we encounter 
a ‘threefold layer of explanation’ whereby history is shaped by humans, gods, and fate 
(Davies 2009: 173). I argue that Dio places differing emphasis on these three factors over 
the course of his history. Whilst fate weighs heavily in the Imperial books, the divine (to 
theion, to daimonion) intervenes more directly in Dio’s Republican books. In this respect, 
Dio’s Romans neither appropriate divine causes nor view the gods exclusively as working 
through human beings, but instead conceptualize the divine as an active, albeit variable, 
partner in determining the course of events.

Slot 18: 10:00 - 10:50am
Douglas Cairns, Edinburgh University [douglas.cairns@ed.ac.uk]
τιµή, τίσις, and τιµωρία in Herodotus’ moralised universe

This paper will concentrate on the timê of the Persian king, Xerxes, and its limits. Timê 
is central to Xerxes’ invasion of Greece. For Xerxes, the position of king is itself a timê 
(7.8α.2) and his invasion is motivated by the desire both to enhance his timê and to 
restore that lost by his father’s failure. His concern for his own timê is both considerable 
and largely unbalanced by respect for the timê of other individuals or communities. But 
the presentation of Xerxes’ invasion as hybris suggests that, even for the Persian king, 
the pursuit of timê must be constrained by respect for the timê of others. Xerxes violates 
an order which projects Greek social values on to the natural world, a world permeated 
by the divine and regulated by the notion that all excess will eventually be corrected.


